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Letters to the Editor
Coronary artery dissection

Coronary artery dissection is an unusual
cause of sudden death and the diagnosis is
rarely made in life. It may, however, be more
common than the few reported cases sug-
gest, as it may be confused with thrombosis
at necropsy unless a careful examination of
the occluded vessel is made. We report two
cases, the first a housewife aged 47, who was
found dead in bed by her husband shortly
after complaining of chest and arm pain,
and the second a housewife aged 35 who
died suddenly after complaining of similar
symptoms while eating in a restaurant.

In both of these cases the cause of death
was coronary occlusion due to coronary
artery dissection. In the first, the occlusion
was thought to be thrombotic at necropsy
and the correct diagnosis was made only on
histological examination. The dissection was
recognised at necropsy in the second case
after careful inspection of the vessel, the
appearance initially suggesting thrombosis.
The vessels affected were, respectively, the
left circumflex and right coronary arteries,
and in each case the dissection occurred
close to the origin of the vessel. The histo-
logical appearances were virtually identical,

the dissection occurring, not within the
media as in dissecting aortic aneurysm but
adjacent to the external elastic lamina.
(figure). This is presumably related to the
structure of the coronary vessels, which are
muscular rather than elastic arteries. Nei-
ther of the arteries was atheromatous or
showed convincing mucoid medial degener-
ation. No intimal tear was demonstrable in
relation to the dissection in either vessel, and
there was no evidence of dissection or
intimal tearing in the aortic roots.
Coronary artery dissection is a rare condi-

tion judging by the small number of
reported cases. It accounted for 28 of 130
cases of non-aortic dissection gleaned by
Guthrie and Maclean in their study,1 which
also showed a strong female preponderance,
perhaps because pregnancy is a predisposing
factor. Nalbandian and Chason2 reviewed
nine cases, including two of their own, and
concluded that there was no common
aetiological factor, but they did note that in
their series the affected artery was, in all
except one case, the anterior descending
branch of the left coronary.

Distinguishing solitary coronary dis-
section from acute thrombotic occlusion
would rarely be possible in life, but the cor-
rect diagnosis, albeit after death, in a rela-
tively young person is of some importance
for other members of the family; premature

Dissection has occurred
adjacent to external
elastic lamina (arrow).

coronary artery disease due to familial
hyperlipoproteinaemia can then be
excluded.
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Granulocyte markers cathepsin G and leuco-
cyte elastase are rarely observed in Reed-
Sternberg and Hodgkin's cells

Recently there has been an increasing search
for reliable histopathological markers of
Reed-Sternberg and Hodgkin's cells in
Hodgkin's disease. Initial demonstration of
certain proteins and enzymes, such as immu-
noglobulin light and heavy chains, muram-
idase, albumin, a, -antitrypsin, and
a1-antichymotrypsin were variously taken
as evidence that these cells were of B cell or
histiocytic lineage, or that they were effete,
end stage cells with "leaky" membranes,
permitting ready ingress of macromolecules.
In the absence of direct evidence of synthesis
or active synthetic apparatus in vitro, how-
ever, many of the conclusions drawn were
purely presumptive. The availability of
reliable markers for Reed-Sternberg and
Hodgkin's cells in tissue sections is of more
than academic importance; this has been
emphasised more recently with the use of T
cell markers. The use of these markers has
often shown that many specimens pre-
viously classified as Hodgkin's disease are,
in fact, of T cell lineage.

Accordingly, more recently, interest has
arisen in Reed-Sternberg and Hodgkin's cell
markers detectable by monoclonal anti-
bodies. These have included antibodies such
as Ki-l' directed against a population of
lymphoid cells, and more recently, a range
of antibodies reactive with granulocyte
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